
In these days of doom and gloom, 
market meltdown and the banking 
sector in disarray; Technology Transfer 

provides a measure of optimism for the 
future. 

The 2009 Budget will increase 
the expenditure provision for Science, 
Technology and Innovation by a further 
3% to €335m. This is over 9 times the 
level of investment that existed in 2000. 
The Budget also increased the R&D tax 
credit from 20pc to 25pc. Both increases 
represent very positive moves to aid 
technology development and job creation.

In increasing expenditure on R&D, 
the government has acknowledged 
that intellectual property developed by 
university collaborations will play an 

increasingly important part in Ireland’s 
economy. The benefits of such technology 
are returned to the tax payer through 
increased high-end employment and the 
profound social impact that these new 
products and innovative discoveries can 
offer.

For example, collaboration over many 
years between the University of California, 
Columbia University and Woods Hole 
Institute of Oceanography resulted in the 
development of a protein that the Nobel 
committee called “a guiding star for 
biochemists, biologists, medical scientists 
and other researchers”. Scientists use a 
glowing green protein from a jellyfish 
to observe how organs function and 
diseases grow. They can use it to track 
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growing cancer tumors, for example, or the 
development of Alzheimer’s disease.

what is technology transfer?
Technology Transfer is the process 

of transferring scientific findings from 
one organization to another for the 
purpose of further development and 
commercialization. 

A key part of Technology Transfer 
is collaboration between individuals and 
institutions to transform common goals 
into new technologies and businesses. The 
process typically includes: 
• Identifying new technologies
• Protecting technologies through   
 patenting and copyright protection
• Forming development and 
 commercialisation strategies either 
 via licensing to private sector 
 companies or by creating new start-
 ups around the technology
But not all great ideas are as complex 
as the example above! If your idea or 
research area meets an unfulfilled 
need and is novel then it is likely to be 
patentable and can be commercialized. 
Ignite TTO is here to assist you in this 
process. For tailored support, visit our 
portal www.nuigalway.ie/tto. 

Ignite technology transfer office, NUI Galway tel: 091 492147 fax: 091 526388 
email: technologytransfer@nuigalway.ie for more details visit: www.nuigalway.ie/tto
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From Economic Gloom to Knowledge 
Boom – Ignite TTO and You

NUI GALWAY Showcases 
Commercialisation of ICT Research 

enterprise Ireland hosted a 
national showcase of commercial 
opportunities from ICT research on 

Monday 6th October 2008 where NUI 
Galway played a lead role. Researchers 
from the Digital Enterprise Research 
Unit (DERI) delivered two of the 
ten presentations on the day. DERI 

had two additional researchers in the 
demonstration and poster areas of this 
event.

PPEPR, software to enable plug 
and play electronic patient records, was 
presented by Ronan Fox and M2MN was 
presented by Laurentiu Vasiliu. M2MN 
provides brokers with software support to 
define fund capabilities and make share 
procurement more efficient. Almost 200 
ICT research commercialisation projects 
have been funded to date by Enterprise 
Ireland. DERI are very happy with 
the response to these presentations and 
demonstrations.

NUI Galway at the recent EI ICT showcase

Dr John Kavanagh, 
Ignite TTO Director
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researchers at the Power Electronic Research Centre 
(PERC) in NUI Galway have developed novel battery 
charging and monitoring principles alongside engineers 

from Convertec Limited in Wexford through the Enterprise 
Ireland Innovation Partnership Programme, worked through 
Ignite TTO.

The regime has been validated and implemented into 
emergency backup measures for wind turbine pitch control 
systems in the North Sea. Convertec Limited have licensed this 
technology from NUI Galway and anticipate this technology 
will play a distinct role in improving the safe and reliable 
operation of wind turbines. 

Professor Ger Hurley, PERC Director explained: “The 
work in Galway came to the attention of GE Research in 
Schenectady New York and subsequently a partnership between 
GE, PERC and Convertec developed the new generation of 
battery chargers for wind turbines. Initial tests were carried 
out in Canada and now in the North Sea. This technology 
is relevant to Wind Farms in Ireland and will lead to more 
reliable supplies.” 

An excellent example of how an industry and academic 
collaborative research project has achieved a successful 
commercial outcome.

Manage Your Trade Mark 

from our legal advisor Laura Myles

what makes COCA - COLA®, MICROSOFT®, 
GUCCI® or KODAK® the most famous and valuable 
brand names in the world? Consistent marketing 

and communication have helped these trade marks become 
well-established as indicators of quality products. This brand 
recognition influences consumer purchasing and ultimately 
generates sales.

So, in these uncertain economic times, what can you do to 
further establish your trade mark and its value? 

Before registering a new trade mark, a full trade mark 
search should be carried out – this will avoid any potential 
allegation of trade mark infringement in the future. 

Once you have established that the new trade mark is 
available, you can use some simple practical tips to help you 
optimally manage your brand:

•  Seek to obtain and maintain trade mark registration, 
  having regard to your budget;
•  Implement procedures to monitor unauthorised use or 
  potential infringement of your trade mark;
•  Monitor the use of your trade marks by your licensees, 
  distributors, agents and affiliates and issue brand  
 guidelines;
•  Always use ® or TM depending on whether the trade  
 mark is registered or unregistered;
•  Add a notice of trade mark ownership to the product and 
  literature such as websites, leaflets, business cards;
•  Always display your trade mark distinctively and 
  consistently so that it stands out and apart from the rest of 
  the text; and
•  Use correct grammar. Avoid plurals or displaying a trade 
  mark in the possessive form. Try to use your a trade mark  
 is an adjective but not as a noun or verb.

TSL are consultants, advisors and negotiators in the field of 
IP and specialise in a range of intellectual property matters. 
For more information, see www.tsl.ie or contact 091 790330.

New Ignite TTO Programmes boost Entrepreneurship 

the recession isn’t going to last forever so as the economy 
slows down, our efforts to stimulate new enterprise 
are speeding up. Two new Ignite TTO Programmes, 

funded by the HEA under SIF cycle II, will put NUI Galway 
graduates at the forefront of economic recovery with a unique 
cross–institutional approach to teaching and learning of 
innovation and entrepreneurship.

NUI Galway is collaborating with six colleges to deliver a 
strategic, nationwide approach to enabling our graduates to fuel 
future economic growth.

reaP (Roadmap for Employer-Academic Partnership) will  
 forge new links between the academic and business worlds  
 so that graduates are equipped with the  real world skills  
 they need to survive and thrive in a knowledge economy.

the ace (Accelerating Campus Entrepreneurship) Initiative 
 will stimulate creative thinking and entrepreneurship   
 amongst engineering cohorts by embedding innovation  
 pathways that compliment their core technical training.

“Feedback from the recent ACE International Advisory 
Committee meeting suggests that these programmes offer a 
unique approach to growing indigenous business”, Business 
Development Manager, Fiona Neary says; “by collaborating 
with colleges across the country, NUI Galway will be 
at the vanguard of delivering exciting new modules on 
entrepreneurship in technology innovation”.



Breathtaking 
change for 
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Innovation Centre: Company Profile –
NetFort Technologies

location: NUI Galway Innovation Centre

Name NetFort Technologies or see website –  
 www.netforttechnologies.com

sector Technology Sector – Providing technology solutions for 
 total enterprise visibility through monitoring of user 
 activity, detection of and alerting to any anomalies or 
 security breaches that may hinder IT infrastructure 
 performance.

Value Proposition  NetForts flagship product, the LANGuardian has recently
 been deployed within renowned European and US 
 organisations – achieving success at an unprecedented rate 
 in new markets. NetFort Technologies boasts an impressive 
 portfolio of clients, including O2, London School of 
 Economics, BskyB, Wyeth, Xilinx, Trinity College Dublin, 
 Central and North West London NHS Foundation Trust, City 
 Jet Limited to name but a few.

origins of the company: NetFort Technologies was established in 2002 and is 
 headquartered in Galway, Ireland where it also carries out  
 research and development, manufacturing, support and 
 administration. NetFort Technologies has an EMEA office in 
 London and a North American office in New York. 

regional impact  This company has grown from strength to strength – with
of the company staff of 17 people, a highly experienced management team  
e.g. employment in place and funding secured through a mix of financial 
 opportunities. NetFort is based in the NUI Galway 
 Innovation Centre with very strong links to its Research 
 Centres.

how company is  NetFort has achieved strong annual revenue growth every
progressing financially year since inception. Revenues have funded a significant 
and examples of  portion of NetFort’s investment activity. Funding has also 
funding received  been received from the Business Expansion Scheme and  
 other private investors. Enterprise Ireland have also plated 
 a key role in financing the company.

future plans 

Netfort technologies have developed strong links with the Ignite tto through 
NUI galway campus Innovation centre.

the past few years have seen a 
breathtaking change in the Life 
Sciences research landscape at 

NUIG. Centres such as REMEDI, 
NCBES, National Diagnostics Centre 
(NDC), Network of excellence for 
Functional Biomaterials (NFB), and 
the Centre for BioAnalytical Science 
(CBAS) are performing a range of 
exciting research in diverse areas such as 
regenerative medicine, improved drug 
design and the development of next 
generation medical devices. 

This dramatic increase in 
groundbreaking research is mirrored 
by an increase in captured Intellectual 
Property (IP) and commercialisation. 

In 2008 the number of new 
inventions being disclosed and patent 
applications being filed in the Life 
Sciences area has markedly risen. 
Thirty four new life science invention 
disclosures have been submitted so far 
in 2008 which well exceeds the total 
of 23 submissions from this sector the 
entire year prior. There have been 20 new 
provisional patent applications to date 
from Life Science research, up from the 
2007 total of 15.

Dr John Kavanagh, director of Ignite 
TTO says “NUI Galway has strong 
reputation in capturing, protecting and 
exploiting IP from our world–class 
research. This attracts the highest 
calibre industry partners and provides 
an exciting collaborative environment, 
building momentum for future success.”

For more information regarding 
technologies available for licensing or 
for start-up opportunities please see our 
website: http://www.nuigalway.ie/tto/
technology_offering/index.html

NetFort aims to:
•  To bring its current “Green” technology solution to   
 a commercially viable proposition.
• Develop existing solutions to match the needs of a 
 dynamic marketplace and meet increasing demands 
 for compliancy. 
• make current and developing solutions scalable to meet 
 the needs of niche markets. 

Ignite TTO have had a successful 2008 working on areas such as:
• Intellectual Property Management
• Technology Licensing
• Entrepreneurial Training Programmes

• New Business Development and Growth
• Campus Innovation
• Business Mentoring and Supports

Ignite TTO – Accelerating Value Creation
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Ignite TTO Streamlines 
Patent Administration 
with Inteum

since the establishment of Ignite TTO in late 2005, the 
volume of invention disclosures and patents at NUI Galway 
has increased significantly. 

The Ignite TTO team needed to acquire an information 
system that would support the ongoing growth of patent 
registration and management at the university in a secure and 
confidential way.

Inteum was the ideal choice to streamline the highly complex 
field of patent administration, ultimately saving time and 
enabling better communication for IP process management.

In addition to being highly secure, Inteum can easily and 
effectively link data relating to a patent and this allows electronic 
documents, meetings, tasks and activities to be tracked. A 
comprehensive searching and sophisticated reporting tool is built 
in to retrieve the data when you need it. 

This versatile system also acts as a contacts database as well as 
a financial tracking system for recording patent payments, license 
income, reimbursements etc. 

Ignite TTO expects a vast improvement in the process of 
managing a growing IP portfolio at NUI Galway as a result of 
adopting this innovative Inteum technology.

Ignite TTO and the Digital 
Enterprise Research Institute (DERI) 

2008 has been a busy year for DERI and Ignite TTO. 
Working together, so far this year five options and licence 
agreements have been negotiated with companies such as 
Pulse Learning, Tourist Republic, Cyntelix, Semantic Search 
Company and Slidepath.

Protection of NUI Galway technologies is also of immense 
importance to Ignite TTO and we are delighted that M2MN, 
SMRS and UI Widget are now patent protected. Ignite TTO 
would like to thank the team at DERI NUI Galway for their 
continuous support and contribution.

NUI Galway at EU Regions Open Day

Dr. Pat Kelly, Ignite TTO Commercialisation Executive, 
was invited to Brussels by NASC to make a presentation 
at the “University and Industry at Work” workshop 

during the European Week of Regions and Cities “Open Days”.
NASC, West Ireland’s link to Europe, is a body comprising 

of Údarás Na Gaeltachta, the West Regional Authority, NUI 
Galway and the five western Gaeltacht counties. 

Dr. Kelly’s talk was entitled “Looking West:  
University–Industry partnership at the Edge of Europe” 
discussed the region’s economic background, the growth of 
Galway as a knowledge economy city and the ways in which 
NUI Galway supports the regional economy. The presentation 
focussed on the region’s speciality in the medical devices sector

Ignite is the most successful technology transfer office 
in Ireland and lies at the hub of the NASC region. Dr. Kelly 
emphasised Enterprise Ireland’s Innovation Vouchers and 
Innovation Partnerships as successful instruments for forging 
university-industry partnerships through stimulating R&D in 
the region.

Participants from all over the EU were particularly 
interested in how Ignite provides wet lab accommodation for 
start-up companies. 

The talk attracted a great deal of interest and sparked a 
lively question and answer session, and requests from several 
TTOs in other European regions to visit Ignite and view 
Galway’s success first hand.

Screenshot of the new Inteum IP management system

Dr. John Kavanagh is Welcomed 
to Ignite TTO 

Ignite TTO team would 
like to welcome the newly 
appointed Director of 

Technology Transfer 
Dr. John Kavanagh. He is 

an experienced pharmaceutical 
professional with more than 
20 years working in muti-
national organizations. 

A chemistry graduate 
from UCD with a Diploma 
in Applied Finance from the 
Irish Management Institute, 
John looks forward to his new 
role in NUI Galway.

Dr Pat Kelly presenting for NASC (West Ireland) 
and NUI Galway

Dr John Kavanagh, 
Ignite TTO Director




